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Introduction 

 “Saint Anne, Saint Anne, help me find a man!” “Saint Christopher, keep my family safe 

during their travels. Let God know I will do my best to follow driving restrictions.” “Holy Mary, 

mother of God, pray for us sinners now and at the end of our deaths.” Do you recognize these 

prayers? If not, walk into any Catholic church or read any book on basic Catholic practices, and 

it’s likely you’ll soon become acquainted these prayers and others that invoke the power of 

saints. The demographics of Catholics who know of and pray to the saints has changed 

throughout the twenty-first century; more than likely, older Catholics are familiar with the 

significance of saints’ intercessory because in recent years Catholicism has followed 

contemporary paths to meet the needs of a growing group of younger parishioners. Nevertheless, 

young and old alike can introduce you to the basics of sainthood through commonly practiced 

Catholic traditions.    

Though not largely taught in religious education classes or much referred to in priests’ 

weekly homilies, Catholicism still manages to display its love of the saints through prayers, 

rosaries, feast days, and other minute traditions. Even people unfamiliar with Catholicism are 

bound to understand the significance of these intercessors when confronted with the stained-glass 

depictions of their images that cover many church windows. The subtle ways Catholicism 

continues to emphasize saints’ roles within the Church, along with many Catholics’ lack of 

understanding of the concept’s significance, show a divide between modernism and 

traditionalism that is rapidly changing the original Christian religion. As exclusion of regular 

discussions of saints’ significance carries on, disparity between traditions that matter most to 

Catholics influences religious education and practices.   
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The Catholic Church, known for its traditional roots and conservative approach to 

Biblical understanding, holds steadily to the significance of saints within its religion. Education 

on the saints has diminished in Catholic religious education in recent years, but emphasis on 

intercessory between humans, saints, and God still is part of the foundation of Catholicism. Due 

largely to changes made during Vatican II (1962-1965), Catholic leaders and religious education 

teachers have shied away in recent years from teaching about saints to placate the criticism that 

says in the past Catholicism placed too much significance on saints and not enough on Jesus 

Christ. As a result, many Catholics do not know why saints’ intercessory is important to the 

religion; it is simply common knowledge that certainty in the saints is essential to living a full 

Catholic life.  

All Catholics know that saints play a part in their religion—it is the role that saints play 

within Catholicism that differentiates those who grew up before or during Vatican II from those 

who were practiced Catholicism after major changes were implemented. Catholics pre-nineteen-

fifties have a different view of saints than those who grew up during 1970s onwards because 

emphasis changed from a communion with saints to one of a more personal relationship with 

God. Older Catholics have a deeper understanding of the significance of saints because 

traditions, such as celebrating feast days, or offering prayers to Saints Theresa or Anthony, were 

emphasized much more in daily life. Younger Catholics, on the other hand, tend to prefer more 

personal traditions: praying the Rosary or participating in the Stations of the Cross are deeply 

active and private experiences that offer communication solely between a person and God.  

Regardless of the amount of knowledge a person has of the saints, most Catholics appreciate that 

belief in intercessory offers parishioners a fuller religious experience. For example, whether or 

not someone has been the original person to go through an experience does not take away the 
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inspiration of Saint Elizabeth, the first American native born to be canonized as a saint. Knowing 

the story does, however, offer Catholic Native Americans (and others who have an affinity or 

interest in Native American studies or American history) a sense of community between their 

people who comprise both aspects of their identity. Belief in saints offers Catholics identity with 

others who have practiced the same religion and have experienced—and come out ahead—of 

challenging and awe-inspiring circumstances.  

Catholic belief in saints’ intercessory is just as vital to the theology of the religion as it as 

for identifying oneself as a follower of the religion. Some Protestant denominations, such as the 

Episcopal faith, do recognize the importance of saints in Christianity, but as whole Protestantism 

doesn’t endorse saintly intercession. This crucial variance of faith guides many aspects of 

Catholicism that differentiate the Church from other Christian religions. From the naming and 

designing of churches to the choosing of a patron saint before Confirmation, Catholics are told 

from baptism onwards that saints play a significant role in the religion. Regardless of whether or 

not a person receives education about saints, Catholics recognize the prominence these 

intercessors play because names and pictures are placed conspicuously in all churches.  

But how much of that significance really makes a difference in a Catholic’s faith?  Do 

you have any idea who Saint Margaret of Scotland is when you drive past the namesake’s 

church? Certainly Margaret would appreciate you knowing the task she completed in order to 

achieve sainthood; however, the likelihood the local priest has talked about Margaret’s devotion 

to the Lord or brave martyrdom is unlikely.  

The lack of education is not solely the fault of a specific person within the church 

hierarchy. Everyone who visits a Catholic church (or any Christian church, really) knows that 

priests carry a heavy workload; and the Pope and cardinals are simply attempting to appeal to all 
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Catholics on a mass level. Yes, religious leaders from the Pope down to the Sister at the local 

convent could place more emphasis on saints when educating children in weekly classes. 

Honestly though, would you remember biographical information if lessons on saints were 

presented when you were attending CCD
1
 classes at eight years old? Would a lecture on a Saint 

Patrick catch your attention? Sure, the fellow had a way with snakes that no doubt any child 

would love to have, but when was the last time your friend shot snakes out of their hands? Or 

how about when you were choosing your patron saint name for Confirmation—did you really 

pick Saint Theresa of Avila because she was utterly devoted to learning God’s Word or was it 

chosen because her name was the one that sounded best with yours?  

Saints’ intercessory in Catholics’ lives is not purely about marveling at phenomena, 

although no one can argue that without sincere faith in the miracles these intercessors perform 

the acts could be seen as too good to be true.  But that is the beauty of faith—no questions asked 

or proof needed, just genuine belief that God has chosen certain people to bring about His 

goodness through special actions. A young French peasant girl, for example, demonstrated her 

faith when she followed the directions given to her upon seeing an apparition. Upon seeing a 

vision in the cave nearby where she was digging, Bernadette Soubirous put aside any disbelief 

that a vision could appear out of thin air and listened to the Virgin Mother’s instruction to 

continue her work even though it seemed the hole would hold nothing but mud. Even though 

many people, including her own mother, thought the girl silly for believing in an apparition, 

Bernadette never wavered in her desire to do God’s work.  Her persistence and faith paid off: the 

Virgin Mary turned that muddy mess into healing water, and to this day Catholics all over the 

world travel to Lourdes for water that continues to help the healing process 

                                                 
1
 Confraternity of Christian Doctrine, commonly known as CCD, is an abbreviation Catholics use in reference to 

religious education classes for children.  
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 Certainly skepticism is understandable because less emphasis on this intercessory has 

been discussed in religious education within the Church and in Catholic homes. Tangible and 

explainable proof through education is always preferable to simply believing because it is what 

one is told to do. Children especially are vulnerable to the desires of proof when trying hard to 

figure out their beliefs at a young age. Would you believe the image of lady could appear in the 

sky and drop thousands of rose petals if your mother or father told you the story?  Not likely. But 

miracles like this do occur, as the Virgin Mother did at Fatima, Portugal in 1917. Now is the time 

to re-learn how belief in the saints can enhance our relationship with God, not distance us as has 

been taught in recent years. Older Catholics grew up learning about the importance of saints as 

friends and intercessors for Catholics still on Earth; younger Catholics benefit from open-minded 

education that embraces newer traditions. Combine these groups’ understandings of what it 

means to be Catholic and Church leaders, educators, and lay people will bring about a faith that 

embraces modern thinking while holding on to traditions that made the Church what it is today.  

 

Chapter One: Saints’ Roles in Christianity 

The Origins of Saints 

 Christianity—founded on the life and teachings of Jesus Christ—has numerous 

denominations that teach and practice variations on Biblical understanding. Before the divide 

between Catholicism and Protestantism forever changed the face of Christianity, one basic 

religion reigned throughout the Judean peninsula and formed the basis of what today is modern 

Christianity. Catholicism—a religion known for tradition and strict guidelines that unnerve many 

people from joining the faith—used to welcome anyone and everyone who professed belief in 

Jesus Christ as their savior. A term that once meant “universal” now is associated more with 
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limits than open arms due to a complicated Church hierarchy that prefers stability to change. 

 Too often in the case of Catholicism, those who are not practioners of the faith are 

inundated with inaccurate information from either incomplete sources or misguided assumptions 

from previous religious or non-religious experiences. Consequently, an ages-old tradition from 

the original Christian church has remained stagnant while younger Catholics gravitate towards 

modern practices, and Protestants and non-believers of the Christian faith assume ideas about 

Catholicism that are not based on accurate information.  The term “saint,” once defined as a 

person holy or separate from others, originated from the minority Christians who lived in 

communities separated from the others because of the persecution that once plagued  those who 

believed in Jesus’ rising again.  

Now declared only as a person who is holy and worthy of veneration, “saint” has taken 

an entirely new meaning thanks to the Catholic Church through the widespread acceptance of 

Christianity. A lack of violent persecution coupled with a love of tradition through Catholicism 

has turned a “saint” from someone who has fallen into death over their faith into a positive 

experience. While those who eventually become saints can be differentiated by living superior 

holy lives while separated from others, the association usually comes to those who have 

experienced miraculous events or performed incredible acts of holiness. No one can fault a fallen 

brother or sister for dying in the place of their faith, but today it can be stated that becoming a 

saint is most likely a goal some Catholics strive to achieve more than their “siblings” some two-

thousand years ago.  

The popularity of martyrdom, especially prominent in the first century after Jesus’ death, 

brought much death upon the persecuted Christians. Those who survived this bloody time 

quickly became disheartened over their fallen brothers and sisters, who would be unable to 
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experience Jesus’ return. In what would become the eventual “communion of saints,” the 

original Christians declared that their fallen siblings were still part of the “community” because 

before their deaths they believed in Jesus as their savior. Starting a powerful communion of 

prayer, the original Christians began the belief that even though this fallen brother or sister is no 

longer living, they are able to pray to God the same as any living person is able to because of 

their faith in His son. The mainstreaming of Christianity brought the cult of martyrdom to an end 

with persecution fading and the need to remain separate from others less necessary. Those who 

were fortunate enough to survive the persecution deemed the term “saint” only appropriate for 

their fallen counterparts; their fallen brothers’ and sister’s deaths were heroic acts in the name of 

faith, and as such they are worthy of prayers.  

Intercession is Born  

Prayers are powerful: in good times and in bad, whether short or long, whether 

memorized or improvised, the power of prayer is remarkable to study because understanding 

how an act solely based on faith proves fruitful is virtually impossible. No one can determine if a 

cancer patient survives because God has placed His hand on her or if a student is accepted into a 

university because God wants him to attend that school. Faith in God, however, shows that he is 

working for them because without Him the chances of survival, acceptance, or almost any other 

situation turning a happy ending are slim to none. Those who avid Bible readers will note from 

the Gospel of Matthew that, “And whatever you ask for in prayer, you will receive if you have 

faith (21:22).” Prayer is direct communication with God: just as one speaking to a friend has 

faith that person in time will answer back, so someone who prays to Him in faith can expect a 

response in His time.  
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Nevertheless, humans are not always the most patient creatures—with their faith or with 

others—and often turn to friends for compassion and listening ear while waiting for God’s 

response. Time spent with friends simply chatting about life’s everyday moments is often as 

healing for the heart as is the time spent in church. In today’s society of fast-paced texting and 

brief meet-ups in between all the activities life throws at people, a quick chat over coffee often 

serves as a reminder for one to keep a friend in prayer. Communication methods and the amount 

of humans who live longer might differ between present and ancient Judean time, but a need for 

camaraderie is just the same today as it was two thousand years ago. Just as young ladies turn to 

friends for discussion on their latest romantic trials or gentlemen look to friends to express 

frustration over work, early Christians recognized that their fallen comrades—still as part of a 

community—could send some prayers up to God for their friends still on earth. Praying for God 

to fulfill a desire or extend a helping hand requires complete faith in Him. This lack of personal 

control is not an easy task when requested either for oneself or friends, but sometimes simply the 

act of getting down on one’s knees and talking to God is enough to establish a sense of peace of 

at least doing something in an otherwise futile situation. Whatever the reason and whoever are 

available, people recognize that the power of prayer is stronger when more hearts and minds are 

linked to a specific request.  

Holding onto this tradition from its ancient Christian roots, Catholicism argues that 

praying to the saints is just as important as praying to Jesus or God because the intercessors hold 

a special place in their hearts for that specific request. What difference does make it make if the 

friend who is requested to send up a prayer is alive or dead—or for that matter, if one even 

knows said “friend” or “saint”? It matters not to Catholics that the saints are no longer living; in 

communion with all believers, the power of a praying friend, especially a friend who is 
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experienced in certain matters, brings people peace of mind and heart, as well as strength to the 

prayer that may not have been found otherwise.  

In response to someone who was doubtful of intercession, Jesuit priest Father James 

Martin says,  

If we ask for the prayers of our friends on earth, why not from friends in heaven—unless 

we do not believe that they are with God, or that God somehow destroys their unique 

selves after their death, which I cannot believe. If our fellow sinful believers on earth 

pray for us, why wouldn’t the saints? (21).  

The influence of the saints within prayer is essential to Catholicism because that strength brings 

conviction to the message the praying person hopes to convey to God. Catholics believe there is 

no better way to communication the emotion and depth of a message than by asking for 

intercession from one who has personal experience in the matter. Asking friends for prayers 

develops a mutual trust and appreciation between two people because sharing the request often 

requires opening up to emotions that are deeply personal. Making the same request of the saints 

brings that trust and appreciation one step closer to God because the intercessors are already in a 

unique relationship with Him that empowers those prayers.  

 

Saints’ Roles: Companions, Friends, Parents, and Patrons   

 With the power of prayer strengthening as requests are made to the saints and friends, 

understanding intercession is essential because how people view those roles is fundamentally 

different between Christian denominations. Of all the variations on the original Christian 

religion, Catholicism is the only one that presses the significance that saints play in one’s faith. 

Note that belief in the saints is different than the veneration and honor of the intercessors. 
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Catholics and Protestants all believe that saints exist within Christianity; the distinction, 

however, is that Catholics pray to and honor the saints while Protestants see them only as a part 

of history and do not follow the canonization of saints new to the Catholic faith.  

The legalization of Christianity (Catholicism) in the Fourth century—and subsequent end 

of martyrdom—changed who was deemed worthy to be called a saint; unfortunately for the 

Catholic Church, the practice of holding some people more worthy than others further increased 

the belief that the Church was turning away from God towards veneration of others. What began 

as a way to honor friends and family for their heroic acts in the name of God quickly turned into 

a practice that those not following Catholicism believed heretical.  

At surface value, the division between Catholicism and Protestantism over saints seems 

harmless at best and profane at worst.  For cradle-Catholics it is easy to believe the saints are 

common denominators between all Christian religions--depictions, stories, and Masses 

celebrating their heroics are interspersed with other traditions that make belief in their 

intercessory seem essential to Christian doctrine. Catholics pray the Rosary, a devotional prayer 

to Mary; celebrate saints’ feast days; and choose names at Confirmation of patron saints without 

questioning the tradition behind the practices. With the stained-glass windows, saint-named 

churches, and saint-specific prayers, the relevance of this group of people to Catholicism is 

insurmountable. Why would these intercessors not be as important to the Methodists and Baptists 

as they are to the Catholics?  

Those who experience the myriad presentations and celebrations for the saints may find 

the dedication solely to God somewhat empty. After all, Christians would almost be just as lost 

without the words of Saint Paul as if those from Jesus did not exist. Services that make no 

mention of Saint Bernadette’s conversation with the Virgin Mother or Saint Andrew’s trust in 
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Jesus can lose depth of meaning for parishioners who enjoy a sense of community with those 

who found themselves in similar situations to their modern-day counterparts. Where are the 

exciting stories of adventure, martyrdom, and supernatural acts? Unnecessary, some Protestant 

religions say; heretical, others believe.  

 For those who grow up as cradle-Catholics--those who follow Catholic practices and 

traditions from birth through death—disbelief  in importance of saintly intercession is just as 

foreign as Protestant distrust in the need for weekly receiving of Communion. Unnecessary and 

unreasonable; believing in saints is simply something Catholics do, and the enchantment their 

stories bring to Masses enriches the Catholic experience. Yet for those who follow Protestant 

denominations, Catholics’ veneration of the saints is just as confusing and unreasonable because 

the veneration comes across as more than simply admiration for heroic actions to those who do 

not have firm understanding of the history of intercession.  

What Catholics see as respectful behavior towards one who has been privy to wondrous 

events, or who has come out strong is difficult situations, seems blasphemous to other Christians 

because those experiences or actions do not equate to the honor and love due to God. Certainly 

these saints are to be admired: their bravery and trust in the Lord is commendable to the highest 

degree because not all people have the strength to leave their lives in God’s hands during 

uncertain times. Nevertheless, in Protestant faiths this admiration does not mean prayers, days, 

medals, or buildings should be dedicated to the saints. That honor belongs to God and God alone 

because all good things are done through Him. God’s law in Protestant opinion, says Elizabeth 

Meyer Boulton, a Boston minister of discipleship, is “… to humble us, to show us where we fall 

short, and so to encourage us to rely not on our power, but on God,” (13). 
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The difference between Catholic and Protestant views of saints comes in how they 

believe God achieves those results. While both Catholicism and Protestant faiths believe God 

sends people into certain circumstances for interaction that brings them closer to their faith—

friends are excellent tools in these instances—Protestants do not believe the saints are capable of 

this communion because death prevents human-to-human interaction needed for a subsequent 

increase of faith. Catholicism, on the other hand, is founded on the principle that a saint’s death 

does not prevent intercession because in their subsequent closer relationship with God He 

chooses saints for to intercede for a specific purpose within appropriate requests. Rather than 

using veneration of the saints as a takeaway from owing God all that He is due, the saints enrich 

Catholics’ faith through friendship and companionship of praying to someone who loves God 

just as much as any living person and who has experienced similar situations to what people 

today are living out. Whereas God can seem unreachable in all His mysterious way and Jesus too 

good to be real, saints offer Catholics someone to relate to in all their normal fashion, but still 

remarkable in their faith in God.   

Meyer Boulton states, “… the saints humble us, showing us in clear, striking terms 

how we fall short of our full humanity, how small or petty or cowardly or 

unimaginative we are, how lifeless and barren. Their luminous lives put us to shame. 

But at the same time the saints remind us that God makes even the lifeless, barren 

places shine bright,” (13). 

Aspiring to live a saintly life is no easy feat, and yet admiring their actions and honoring 

their ways gives Catholics concrete examples of how God works through each and every person 

no matter their circumstances. Additionally, in their normalcy the saints’ stories give Catholics 

hope that even in the darkest or most unremarkable circumstances everyone can live a Godly life 
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and trust that He will work through them. Meyer Boulton finishes her article, “They inspire us, 

challenge us, and encourage us to change,” an astute observation when one considers that often 

change and positive thinking comes only with the encouragement and support of friends (13).   

Catholic honor of the Virgin Mary, for example, is an essential tradition within the faith 

because the veneration helps Catholics focus on trusting God in all circumstances. Mary’s 

decision to birth God’s son and the subsequent story of her and Joseph’s travels to Bethlehem 

and parenting of Jesus are critical to Catholic faith in the Almighty. Belief in Mary’s story gives 

Catholic hope: that God will bring them through any circumstance, that an ordinary person can 

perform extraordinary acts, and that God will reward any and all who trust in Him and do His 

work. In Catholics’ minds their honor of the Virgin Mary demonstrates their love for Jesus 

because she is His mother. This teaching, however, is too much for Protestant faiths that believe 

this Catholic practice holds too much admiration for someone who is not Christianity’s savior.   

Father Martin states the challenge for today’s Catholics is to teach themselves and others 

to find a balance between honoring the saints too much and seeing them as too little (19). In the 

same vein as looking at Jesus as either “fully human or fully divine”, Father Martin believes, 

“The same tension needs to be held when looking at the saints, balancing hagiography ‘from 

above’ and ‘from below’ (21).” In balancing hagiography, Catholics will achieve the proper 

admiration for saints while completely giving God all the glory, and Protestants will better 

understand that Catholic veneration of the saints in no way detracts from the honor that God is 

due. It is even possible that with this better understanding that some Protestant faiths could begin 

to teach the histories of saints add this critical piece of history back into their religions.  
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Chapter Two: The Importance of Leadership in the Catholic 

Church  

Understanding the Church’s Role--Overview 

 

The Catholic Church invariably plays a large role in our world because of the influence 

of one billion followers of the Catholic faith and the influence of Church leaders within political 

realms supported by wealth. Whether or not the actual faith is relative to a discussion between 

the Pope and leader of another country is irrelevant because the extensive influence of the 

Church hierarchy for thousands of years holds true today even with the secularization of society. 

Church leaders hold considerable power within Christian and other non-Christian parties because 

other leaders realize that large numbers of Catholics dictate—for better or worse for political 

leaders—politics.  

The influence Church leaders exude from their roles is steadfast even for young Catholic 

adults in today’s secular society because those within the hierarchy are examples to emulate. 

Much as a parent guides and teaches children, the Pope, bishops, priests, and nuns of the 

Catholic Church are role models for the faithful are to follow. While young Catholic adults may 

question many of the traditions and practices of the faith, most still believe that the leadership 

hierarchy of the Church provides a foundation for which Catholics can turn to for guidance and 

knowledge.  

The profiling of the Catholic Church in matters related to Catholicism and modern issues 

proves that it is more important now than ever for the Church to take an active role in 

modernizing the faith and keeping the unique traditions of Catholicism alive in both the religion 

itself and society. Over the last seventy years or so, much of the publicity on the Catholic Church 
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has dealt unpleasant issues: in particular, the Vatican’s cover up of priests’ sexual abuse scandals 

and the recent announcement of Pope Benedict XVI’s abdication-the first in over seven hundred 

years— displays that the media rarely portrays anything positive about Catholicism.  

Viewers and readers of today’s media enjoy sensational stories; towards the Catholic 

Church, reporters often spin these stories with a bias that Church teachings and practices are 

outdated for modern societies. Some Catholics fight these stereotypes with demonstrations of 

faith; others stay passive in their practices while questioning their beliefs; still others protest 

loudly against Church traditions in agreement with the media, throwing the Vatican hierarchy 

into a tailspin of how to retain the symbolism of Catholicism while attracting people to the faith.  

Church leaders hold an important role in guiding Catholics and teaching others about 

Catholicism when these stories come about: they must uphold traditional practices to show the 

world how Catholicism is a foundation for faith while adapting the religion to meet modern 

peoples’ needs. Catholics and others alike will feel drawn to Catholicism when priests preach a 

converging of the satisfying connection with others over shared history and traditions with a 

Gospel message that easily applies to secular situations without an overabundance of 

evangelism.  

The Church’s Role—Present  

Part of Church leaders’ emphasis on the convergence of traditional practices and a 

modern Gospel message should come in the form of balancing their own role of father or 

mother-figure to Catholics with the role of political-figure in the modern world.  Gone are the 

days when the local priests joined families for dinner or the fear of nuns slapping wrists for 

students’ bad behaviors. Church leaders know the relaxation of Catholic practices during Vatican 

II of the nineteen-fifties changed Catholics reverence of leadership because followers became 
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more accountable for their own behavior. Instead of turning to the Vatican and subsequent 

apostolic leaders, Catholics are able to decide for themselves their stances on social, moral, and 

ethical issues. Suddenly the concept of relaxing standards is much more appealing once young 

Catholics do not have be afraid of receiving a reprimand at dinner on bad behavior from the local 

priest.  

The Church still attempts to stand up for Catholicism’s teachings from the Bible—morals 

are taught from Old Testament stories and social justice teachings are inserted into church 

bulletins, for example—but priests find themselves discussing proper behavior and theological 

issues with parishioners much less than even twenty years ago.  Church leaders realize that to 

keep Catholicism’s numbers steady—or even growing—they must approach religious and social 

teachings moderated with norms that match secular behaviors. Nevertheless, priests and others of 

the Church hierarchy know that even if religion is looked up less in modern society than ever has 

been historically, any removal of Church leadership would drastically remove semblance of 

normality within the Catholic Church. A balance comes within visible global leadership and 

priestly leading at Mass, along with a distant relationship between parishioners and priests.  

Catholics’ need for a strong leader “shepherding his flock” enhances the Catholic belief 

that everyone needs a relationship with God because humanity’s fall from Original Sin. Priests, 

bishops, and other Church leaders are not exempt from this sin, but their calling to be teachers of 

God’s Word means Catholics hold these leaders in their hearts as His specific chosen apostles on 

Earth. Whether or not a Catholic actually believes that abstaining from meat during Lent is a 

fruitless labor of love or that attending Mass weekly is necessary for salvation remains aimless in 

the argument that Catholic traditions should be discarded in modern times. Aside from the 

theological aspect of these traditions, Church leaders that actively promote these practices 
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chance parishioners developing a deeper, more substantial relationship with their faith. Younger 

Catholics who are inundated daily with secular notions of behaviors and beliefs—promiscuous 

dancing or crude use of language, for example—will benefit the most from priests who promote 

these traditions because taking action is the best way to engrain a concept or idea into a person’s 

mindset.   

Evaluating the Church’s Actions--Background  

 The opinions of Catholics and others on certain unfavorable situations experienced by the 

Church, such as sexual abuse scandals or Catholicism’s stance on homosexuality and abortion, 

are widely expressed positively and negatively amongst that population. Some of the 

considerations are kept amongst Catholics to be discussed within the Church hierarchy; others 

are published in news media much to the chagrin of the Vatican; all are open to criticism 

regardless of how the situation plays into Catholic theology. Evaluations of the Church’s role in 

both positive and negative situations exemplifies that even the waning of Christianity amongst 

much of the world does not diminish the fact that Catholic leaders are important amongst secular 

political frontrunners.  

Nevertheless, this secularization continues to create strife between Catholics and others 

(even those of different Christian denominations) because Catholicism remains true to its 

traditional historical roots that so greatly push against any modernity. Aside from the obvious 

cataclysmic tensions between more-traditional Catholics  and others who prefer a modern 

approach to life over social, religious, and political beliefs, Catholics of differing ages, 

backgrounds, and belief systems  argue against each other about the best way to incorporate their 

faith into modern daily life. This double-sided argument puts Church leaders—and the Pope 

especially—into the precarious situation of appealing to a wide range of people: those who 
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strongly believe in holding Catholicism exactly as it is, those torn between keeping traditions in 

place while modernizing the religion through new practices, and non-Catholics who want to do 

away with certain traditions and practices if Church leaders insist on taking an active role in 

secular activities.  

A challenging situation for anyone who must balance tensions amongst those whose 

opinions differ, Church leaders have mediated this pressure in a delicate manner that continues to 

unceasingly fail because of the misconceptions of situations the Vatican hides behind. 

Unfortunately for Catholics who love the traditions of the faith, the lies unveiled in recent years 

over Church leaders’ sexual abuse of young boys, and the misconception of the Church’s role in 

the political arena delimitates much of the appeal of Catholicism. The Vatican and Church 

leaders stand a better chance of increasing Catholicism’s appeal to the masses—if not for 

religious purposes then at least for applicability for those who do follow the religion—when 

mistakes made are admitted, apologies given to those who were hurt, and strong leadership is 

exuded towards Catholics who wish to apply their faith to every aspect of their lives. Young 

Catholic adults, in particular, will benefit from this kind of leadership because the Church 

hierarchy demonstrates that a leader is one who owns up to and learns from mistakes.  

Evaluating the Church’s Actions—Present  

Unfortunately, Catholic priests and bishops in recent years have not always demonstrated 

admirable behavior; however, if these men are honest about previous decisions and use their 

faith to change their behaviors, young Catholic adults will understand how each and every 

person is fallen but still receives God’s grace. Catholics leaders should take full control of the 

opportunity to teach young adults the infallibility of man through previous situations when the 

power of the Church either was not used for good or was not used to its full extent in order to 
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help others. A teacher’s role—one of many that equates to a definition of a modern religious 

leader—often extends beyond the bounds of simply behaving well for emulation of students. 

Catholic leaders are responsible for acting outside of normal behavior because not only do they 

have millions of believers expecting exquisite actions from them, but non-Catholics and non-

Christians hold the leaders to higher standards because the Christian beliefs are supposed to help 

the leaders portray kinder, upright behavior.   

The double-standard that often comes along with the expectations from Catholics and 

others puts Catholic leaders in a precarious situation of appealing to too many people over issues 

that are more gray than black-and-white. Consequently, Church leaders are criticized for either 

not following the belief system of the Catholic Church or not modernizing when situations call 

for actions that are outside of normal for Catholicism. Church leaders wavering over important 

social, political, and sometimes religious issues affects people on many levels, but most 

importantly the young Catholic adults who find themselves torn between following their religion 

or following the belief system of their peers. The lucky ones who are blessed to have friends who 

share their faith are few and far between; when beliefs differentiate young adults need to have a 

support system on which they can fall back. Priests and Catholic leaders should be the support 

system for young Catholic adults because these men and women have the power and experiences 

of knowing how to incorporate Catholicism’s traditional aspects into modern situations without 

alienating those who have different beliefs from Catholics.  
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Chapter Three: Sainthood’s History and its Effects on Modern 

Catholicism  

Some of Catholicism’s appeal stems from traditional aspects of the religion that did not 

carry over into other Christian denominations as variations on the original Catholic faith sprang 

up to the meet Christians’ needs. In choosing to emphasize the traditions that so long ago arose 

to form continuity and draw believers deeper into the faith, Catholics keep alive the sense of 

community between themselves and each person who ever has or will practice this religion. 

Aside from myriad practices that form the basis of the Catholic faith, communion between 

fellow believers is a core value among Catholics—from the fiercely devout parishioners that 

attend Mass daily to the Christmas-and-Easter Catholics who only attend Mass a few days a year.  

Catholicism is an evolving religion placed within paradoxical limits because of a large 

number of believers who exist amongst a faith that transcends time, history, politics, and global 

leadership. Despite the Church’s involvement in certain global situations over others—after all, 

Catholics pride themselves on completing “good works” throughout the world—whatever 

stances taken on social justice issues ultimately come back to Catholicism’s standards teachings: 

helping the poor, promoting life, and many others. The resulting communion that binds Catholics 

all over the world together comes about through church groups, traditions and practices, and 

respect for the history of the religion that focus heavily on said teaching of the core values of the 

Church. This binding community that arises amongst all Catholics, regardless of how deep the 

associated faith may be, emphasizes the vitality of Church leaders standing strong for Catholic 

beliefs and traditions.  
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Honoring the Saints and Invoking their Prayers  

 Catholicism’s most significant tool for enhancing community through Church history is 

praying to the saints. While details of the reasons why a person is praying to the associated saint 

have changed—thankfully most Catholics no longer live in fear of persecution for believing in 

their faith—the basis for that praying remains the same: the power of prayer increases with an 

number of people—living or deceased—making the request, and saints are examples for 

Catholics to aspire to in a Godly life.  

Saints are deceased Catholics whose lives were commonplace until God chose them to 

experience something extraordinary. However spectacular or ordinary this calling, saints lived 

their Catholic faith with the same reverence and questions that Catholics today hold for the 

Church and exemplify how God can choose at His will any person to experience these 

extraordinary situations. The normalcy that defines so many saints despite their spectacular 

actions within their callings gives Catholics Godly behaviors to strive for in their daily lives. In 

addition, the normalcy most saints arise from reminds Catholics that God works through all 

people and that no one is exempt from His will based on circumstances. Biographies and tales of 

saints’ lives serve people in exemplifying how no one truly knows how or why God chooses the 

selected people or when He will comes for them. Remembering saints’ experiences helps 

Catholics focus on living Godly lives because their willingness to serve Him despite unlikely 

readiness shows devotion to their faith that is often unparalleled and therefore highly inspiring.  

Sharing a background of arising from common circumstances and living a dynamic faith 

creates a bond of communality between saints and humans. As with people who form strong 

bonds over shared interests, Catholics often form attachments to certain saints based on common 

experiences, interests, concepts, or thoughts. This bond, for all intents and purposes, becomes a 
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friendship: one of prayer, guidance, trust, communication, and faith. Unlike a friendship that 

exists on a relationship of communication and reciprocity, 

 A saint’s death in this friendship matters not to a Catholic who finds comfort in praying 

to someone who shares the emotions of a similar experience; the communion of belief in the 

same faith coupled with the saint’s role as intercessor brings a level of power to the prayer 

otherwise unattainable between human-to-human prayer. Intercessory is possibly only because 

God chose that particular person after death to guide others with particular requests that need 

special emphasis before going to Him. His specificity in that choice makes any prayer from 

person-to-saint-God powerful in a way human-to-God prayer cannot take on because in choosing 

this person to be a saint He gives them the ability to share some of His powerful works. This 

linkage does not denote prayers between people and God but does emphasize again the power of 

increased numbers in prayers, especially when the request is made through common ground. 

 Unlike a friendship between two living people, however, shared interests and experiences 

between a human and saint is not enough to bring about reciprocal action between the two people 

making the prayer request. True friendship amongst people requires reciprocity in time, honesty, 

care, compassion, generosity, and emotion, but a saint’s death eliminates the behaviors that a 

living person can give to their deceased friend. Whereas someone wishing to thank a friend for 

their listening ear or generosity of time, a person wishing to reciprocate that behavior to a saint is 

inhibited by a lack of a beating heart. There is no hand to hold, body to hug, or mailing address 

to send a card when a saint (through God) has blessed the person praying a request.  

While Catholics who actively pray to the saints acknowledge that all good comes through 

God, who uses the saints to draw His people to their faith, there is still a need to recognize the 

intercessors who mediate their requests before God. Instead of physically showing displays of 
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affection, Catholics choose to show respect and honor for saints’ intercession, through hosting 

saints’ days at Masses, dedicating holidays to specific intercessors, choosing saints’ names for 

Confirmation, wearing patron saints’ medals, and various others actions that prominently display 

their affection for them. There is no denouncing of God in any of these actions but rather a 

display of reverence for another being who became involved another person’s situation at God’s 

request.  

Unfortunately for Catholics, the intended sign of respect too often comes across as the 

“idolization of saints,” or “use of relics as false Gods,” because most people commonly are not 

aware of the symbolic friendship between human and saint. Why should one dedicate a day to a 

saint when God is the maker of all things? Why pray to a saint when God is the one who answers 

prayers? Catholics do not deny these facts; in fact, the actions and behaviors that come about 

through reverence to the saints are meant to enhance Catholics’ glorification of God because 

saints’ extraordinary lives are all through Him—not aside from Him.  

Wearing a medal of Saint Christopher around one’s neck or celebrating Saint Patrick’s 

Day serve as reminders for Catholics of the miraculous ways God worked through the saints’ 

lives, nothing more or less than a young lady wearing a necklace given to her by her 

grandmother or a husband and wife wearing wedding bands as symbols of their love. People 

desire to feel connected to others because bonds strengthen feelings of love, strength, power, and 

spirituality. A Catholic, for example, who wears a patron saint medal is often reminded to pray 

for a specific person or to remember how God worked miracles in that saint’s life.  
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